
Here is Ms. Rose Sutter (neighbour) telling Mr. Rex Hatchard to "go ahead" and dump the 1st 
load (approximately 25 yards of material) chemically treated aggregate, which ended spilling all 
over my property.



The first load of contaminated dirt spilled all over my lawn. Notice the fence line as the property 
boundary. Also notice the garbage and refuse in their yard.



This is Mr. Darvin Goodkey, the person who called the RCMP (Cst. Berndsen) and tried to have 
me arrested for criminal charges of "uttering threats" when I asked him to stop working and 
provide me with the proper permits to construct the driveway.



Another picture of Mr. Goodkey (friends with Ms. Linda Kelly). This time I have his face in the 
picture. He is still working on the driveway, even after I requested him to stop and show me the 
required permits.



Overloaded driveway buried my lawn.



Observe the overloaded, unproperly engineered height.



The height comparison to my property is unacceptable and illegal. They tried to shovel the dirt 
off my property but were unsuccessful as you can see. The possibility for snow and rain run-off is 
blatantly obvious, as you will see in upcoming photo's. Not to mention the fact the constructed 
driveway breaches the five (5) foot property bylaw minimum distance required.

 



This driveway overloaded above my foundation.



Another malicious act performed by Ms. Rose Sutter, Ms. Linda Mosdell and the property owner 
Ms. Anne Schwartz. Here, the neighbours dumped the contaminated material and buried the 
bottom of the newly contructed fence I recently built a few months prior, and, as a friendly 
neighbour, act of good faith and gesture at the time, the fence building and labor costs were 
paid out of my pocket. Notice the close proximity to my vegatable garden in comparison to the 
contaminated dirt.



Another height dispacement between my property foundation and overloaded height of 
driveway.



Sure enough, a few days later the run-off from their new (illegal) driveway leached and flooded 
onto my property. Here I caught Ms. Rose Sutter (the fox in the henhouse) digging a trench in an 
attempt to drain and siphon the evidence of  water damage on and around my property.



Water run-off from their illegal driveway in front of my property.



Ms. Rose Sutter frustrated when her trench and siphoning technique isn't working to remove the 
water leached all over my property.



Hose and trench in place to remove the evidence. Not working? Maybe Ms. Sutter will get lucky 
and the sun will dry it out? Truly you can observe where the run-off has leached from their illegal 
driveway.



Mr. Travis Wall to the rescue. Here, Mr. Wall (Corporation for the Village of McBride Employee 
and McBride Fire Department Volunteer) dumps chemically treated contaminated dirt 
(aggregate) collected from LDM (subcontractor for department of Highways) and dumps it on 
top of the water run-off, in an attempt to help Ms. Sutter and Ms. Mosdell hide the evidence of 
the damages.

 



Mr. Travis Wall drops the bucket to hide his face as I took the picture. 



BUSTED!!!!!



Have to park my truck practically in middle of road.

 

 




